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Introduction
•
•

Strategy developments in Ireland
Supporting policy requirements
➢
➢
➢

•

Irelands SDG portal
Developing the National Data Infrastructure
Capability building initiatives

Conclusions

Osi Statement of Strategy 2019-2021
• Work with Government in delivering
Public service Data Strategy

• Work with CSO in the development
of national data infrastructure
• Further enhance and develop
geospatial platforms and services, in
particular the SDG Data Hub

9 Strategic
Pathways

• Strategy aligned to the pathways of
UN-GGIM: Integrated Geospatial
Information Framework (IGIF)
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Public service Data Strategy 2019-2023 and Data Sharing Act
Four specific geospatial-related actions
Complete the Data
Sharing and
Governance Bill

Data Sharing
Framework to
support PSBs

Ensure processing of
personal data in line
with data protection

Establish Data
Governance Board

Define standards
and guidelines, in
line with GDPR
Article 40

Publish a privacy-bydesign and security
guidelines

PSBs to employ
security and privacy
measures

Protect personal
data online using
MyGovID

Implement a secure
cross-agency Digital
Postbox solution

Adopt digital data
collection

Develop a secure
platform for online
surveys

Establish a UI/UX
procurement
framework

Develop a platform
for online selfservice forms

Develop a Data
Interoperability
Platform

Develop an analytics
platform supporting
secure virtual data
rooms

Adopt analytics and
visualisation tools

Develop a
Government data
catalogue

Develop a
Government API
portal

Promote rollout and
adoption of the PSC,
MyGovId and
Eircode

Progress the UBI
initiative

Develop base
registries

Develop a Personal
Data Portal for
citizens

Publish data sharing
agreements

Catalogue and
release open
datasets

Define a selfassessment data
maturity framework

Define a Data
strategy template
for PSBs

PSBs to appoint an
officer with
responsibility for
data

Encourage PSBs to
catalogue and share
geospatial datasets

Develop the State’s
geospatial data hub
(GeoHive)

Define Geospatial
data governance
structures

Implement the
Public Service
Records
Management plan

https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/1d6bc7-public-service-data-strategy-2019-2023/
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2019/act/5/enacted/en/html

Ireland’s UN SDG Reporting Platform – EFGS 2017….
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…and two years later

UN
SDG
UN
SDG
DataData
Hub – 2017 to 2019
• Acceptance as official SDG Data
Hub for State
• More content and more data
• More of a ‘website’ look and feel

• Promotion of all SDG activity in
Ireland
• Interaction with UN SDG Hub

SDG Policy and Stakeholder Co-ordination

Geospatial Data and GeoHive Platform

Statistics and Data Governance

The
Data
Infrastructure
The
IrishNational
National Data
Infrastructure
(NDI)
• CSO given leadership role in
building NDI
• Cross-departmental champions
group established with OSi
involvement
• Development of dashboard on
coverage of identifiers on high
value public service datasets

Operational projects for developing NDI – Eircode API
• Eircode = Irish postcode.
Introduced in 2015
• Unique for every address point
in Ireland
• Intention of API is to encourage
addition of Eircode to public
sector datasets
• Reverse geocoding possible

Operational projects for developing NDI – Dublin Housing Observatory

• Detailed information on Dublin
housing market
• Powered by OSi platform
• Use of Public Viewer based on 4
Data Themes
➢ Zoning & Planning
➢ Rental Market, Sales and Property Valuations

➢ Census 2016 Key Variables
➢ Dwelling Completions & Developments

Operational projects for developing NDI – Proximity Analysis

• Use of Census 2016 data and Osi road
network to plot shortest-path distance
to services
• Schools, Health and leisure facilities,
Public Transport services

• Publication in Nov/Dec 2019
• Highlights potential of integrated statistical
and geospatial data

Operational projects for developing NDI- Proximity Analysis
New insights – Proximity analysis
Shortest path distance to nearest Maternity Hospital

Catchment Areas of Maternity Hospitals

B
Sharing
knowledge – 2019 GeoGov Symposium
• Attended by statisticians and GIS
experts across Government
departments
• Introduced UNGGIM IGIF and
GSGF to wider audience in
Ireland
• Promoted the continued
development of data ecosystem
and removal of ‘data silos’
https://www.osi.ie/geogov-2019/

B
Conclusions
• Great strides since first MoU in 2016
➢Buy-in within CSO and OSi has been achieved at highest levels
➢Partnership between CSO and OSi recognised in Government circles as
crucial in delivery of improved public data infrastructure

• Challenge is to keep learning more about each other
➢Slow process but will take time

➢Educate people on statistical potential of geospatial data AND geospatial
potential of statistical data

